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Founder, Biomancy University 

Welcome to a universe of wisdom
and embodiment, where science,
alchemy, and magic merge with
earth wisdom and body healing. 

It's Time To Awaken Your Magic

Biomancy UniversityBiomancy University



A foundational self-study training in the teachings
and practice of Biomancy and Eco-Embodiment,

where regenerative healing and awakening with Body
Magic meets Plant Magic and Earth Magic.

Are you ready to take a deep dive into life-changing
wisdom  with cutting-edge science and research,
visionary spiritual wisdom, and the magic of eco-

embodied healing and awakening? 

Study at your pace, to receive a visionary education,
supported by online global community. 

Your WisdomJourneyYour WisdomJourney



BiomancyImmersionBiomancyImmersion

The Biomancy Immersion 6-month Program is a profound and
innovative training designed to give you the foundations for
your next step as a teacher, leader, healer, mystic, and spiritual
journeyer.  Dr Azra Bertrand offers an extensive, pioneering and
unique education – that weaves back together the worlds of spirit,
magic, body, intuition, earth and science, research, and somatic
healing. The immersion helps you ground your magic healing gifts
into reality, and see the world - and your clients - with new eyes. 



 from the physical, energetic and
spiritual dimensions of our body,
and major systems (like our  
cerebellar consciousness and
nervous system), to the energy
templates and maps that underly
our physical form and are the
quantum root of our wellbeing,
consciousness and ability to live a
fulfilling, creative and magical life.

 where you will learn how to
connect on a deep level to the
Elements and the science of their
magic, so you can call on them for
wellness, healing, and spiritual
support. As you gain vital skills of
body and eco gnosis, you will be
able to tune into the subtle realms
of Plant Magic and open your gifts
of plant mediumship & medicine.  

You’ll gain a deep
understanding of your
quantum Body Magic,

You will also enter into a
Plant Mystery School,



Dr Azra Bertrand will guide you with a
daily  biomantic practice that will land
mystical wisdom directly inside your
body, so you can deeply feel how your
body is working with nature in
symbiosis, so you can enter into the
‘Dreaming of Gaia’. Helping you to
develop an intimate, loving, and
inspiring relationship with all the
ecosystems in our reality, from your own
energy, life force and magic, to your
human community, and all the beings of
earth, such as animals and plants.

During your 6-month immersion with Biomancy University, you will
receive access to over 50+ hours of pre-recorded video teachings with Dr
Azra Bertrand, that include detailed PDF’s and transcriptions, shared in a  
beautifully designed boutique student portal. You will also be guided to
watch and engage with the teachings with a weekly email program, that
will share the key ‘take-aways’ from the teachings of each of the 6
Modules,  in a way that will be easy to access and integrate in your life. 

To support your embodiment
and spiritual evolution, 

Over 50+ Hours ofOver 50+ Hours of    
Wisdom TeachingsWisdom Teachings



Biomancy is the future of healing and a portal to a new way—it is led
by the intuition of Earth, speaking through our bodies, bringing us
into coherence with the greater ecology of life.  There can be no real
healing, awakening or magic without being in synch with our self,
our community, our environment. We are all rooted in connection. 

Biomancy will give you the tools, practices and cosmology to
transform yourself and the world around you—the Biomancy
Immersion is an Apprenticeship with Gaia herself. It will reveal how
you can know and embody this earth-wisdom and somatic magic,  
for your own personal healing and to share it with your community.

"Dr. Azra Bertrand teaches with a contagious passion, holistic wisdom, and
lots of fun. He integrates many branches of wisdom from medicine, science and
history to shamanism, mysticism, and alchemy. The collective medicine of
Biomancy for me is that it's totally inclusive and wildly visionary. It invites us
to embrace our shared group evolution and greatest personal potential."

Jade Bertaud - Texas

Te
stimonial

Biomancy University:Biomancy University:
Apprenticeship with GaiaApprenticeship with Gaia



Dr Azra BertrandDr Azra Bertrand

Azra Bertrand, M.D. is an award-winning author, healer, teacher and
mystic. He has a degree in biochemistry, and received his medical degree
from Duke University. He did research at the National Institutes of
Health in maternal-child bonding and neuroendocrinology before
completing a residency in family medicine through the University of
California-San Francisco. Coming from a long line of healers and
doctors, Azra's desire to understand the energetic and emotional roots of
health led him to train in Reichian bioenergetics with Dr. John Pierrakos,
in the lineage of Freud and Jung. He went on to have a successful 10-year
practice in integrative medicine based in northern California, where he
worked with pioneering health modalities. 



In 2012, he retired from clinical medicine to co-direct and apprentice in
a feminine and earth-centric mystery school, with his wife Seren
Bertrand, teaching thousands of people across the globe. During this
time he received 6 international awards, including two Nautilus awards,
for books on earth-honoring, and feminine-centered spirituality. His
studies in magic and spirituality led him to remote tribes in the
rainforests of Indonesia, an apprenticeship with a Balinese Priest,
education at a monastic university in India, pilgrimages to sacred sites
across the world, from Egypt to Black Madonna sites, and studies of
magical practices in the Brythonic tradition of the Celtic lands of Britain. 

He is the founder and director of Biomancy University, a unique and
ground-breaking new model of education that merges leading-edge
science and mystery traditions, designed to awaken our bio-magic in
connection with our living planet Gaia. It is based on western magical
and alchemical traditions, as well as earth-centered wisdom teachings,
that are now supported by science and principles of deep ecology. When
we re-weave ourselves back into nature, and into the wisdom of our
bodies, we heal and awaken, and become oracles for the embodied
intelligence of our planetary mother. Biomancy —the path of bio-magic
and eco-magic - is the medicine of the future.

“It’s Time to Invest in Your Self,
Your Magic, Your Community"



Sharing 25-years of
world-class education

Professional Qualifications:Professional Qualifications:

Nautilus Award-Winning AuthorNautilus Award-Winning Author



Awakening the
regenerative 

bio-magic within 
our bodies

Reconnecting to the
intelligence of

ecological 
Earth systems

Opening to the
transmissions of

vast cosmic
intelligences

BIOMANCYBIOMANCY ECOMANCYECOMANCY ASTROMANCYASTROMANCY

Biomancy is a unique blend of
biology, ecology, and cosmology

into a unified healing system



“I’m learning what I've always wanted to know, yet never had the words to describe.
My entire body, mind and soul is bursting with joy. The wisdom of Biomantic
Awakening is giving me a sense of just how much of a paradigm shift is happening
right before my eyes. This is truly an exceptional class, thank you so much for bringing
this wavelength into our consciousness.”

Jessica Galante
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"I believe Biomancy is at the forefront of the future of Science and
Bio-Magic, and I want to be there for it! The work and wisdom of
Dr. Azra Bertrand is brilliant, he holds a beautiful container for

these sacred teachings. He bridges science and mysticism so
eloquently, truly unique. Biomancy gives me hope for the future.”



The online Biomancy Immersion course materials are available in six
‘time-coded’ Modules, that will be revealed month by month. These
teachings, including the Alchemist's Library, are organized in a beautiful
online course portal on the website. It contains video, audio and essay
presentations; body magic practices; incantations and sound medicine;
plus myth and lineage, organized in a timeline, and with email
reminders to guide you through the 6 core teaching modules.  You will
learn the foundations of the evolutionary work of Biomancy.   

Your BiomancyJourneyYour BiomancyJourney  

The 6 Core BiomancyThe 6 Core Biomancy
Teaching ModulesTeaching Modules

The 6-month online program is organized into six modules of one
month each that cover the foundations of the Biomancy education. 

There are 3 months of Bio-Magic, then 3 months of Eco Magic.  

Module 1: Body Oracle - Embody You Bio-Magic
Module 2: Energy Alchemy - Align Your Biomantic Resonance
Module 3: Quantum Biology - Awaken Your Healing Superpowers
Module 4: Earth Mysteries - Embody Elemental Powers
Module 5: Plant Mystery School - Activate Plant Mediumship
Module 6: Alchemical Initiation - Rebirthing in the Earth Womb



"After the Biomancy course my relationship with Nature went
deeper than I could even imagine. In deep gratitude for the deep
reverence of our bodies and the bio connection to mother Earth." 

Matthew Bloemetje, South
African Sangoma, Zulu Shaman
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BiomancyBiomancy
Curriculum-Curriculum-
AwakeningAwakening
Your MagicYour Magic

  The Path of Eco-EmbodimentThe Path of Eco-Embodiment  



Module 1Module 1

Embody Your Bio-MagicEmbody Your Bio-Magic

In this module we open the gateways to our innate body
magic,  interweaving with the embodied magnetism of
Mother Earth. We explore the new science on whole-body
somatic consciousness, and how our entire body is a "brain"
that communicates with us, and how we can deepen into
blissful body states that bring healing and magic gifts.  

Discover the new science of Body Intelligence
Unlock the mystery of Cerebellar Consciousness
Awaken the power of Synchronized Coherence
Develop the magic of  Psychic Precognition
Align your Alchemical Anatomy for vitality
Receive oracle messages of  Body Wisdom 

Intu
itionIntu
ition

Deepen into biomantic body consciousness and your cellular and root reconnection
with the bio-intelligence of Mother Earth, so you awaken a deeper sense of intuition.
This is called your innate sixth sense, body wisdom, gut feeling or womb knowing. 

Switch on Your Body Superpowers 



Module 2Module 2

Align Your Biomantic ResonanceAlign Your Biomantic Resonance

Learn beautiful sound invocations that you can work with every day to connect to
the magical forces of life, inside your body and the Earth.  Biomantic sound mantras
will gently clear and awaken your vibrational energy field and restore resonance. 

Bio
FieldBio
Field

Alchemical Sound Invocation

In this module we explore the mysteries of "frequency" and
the reality that everything is made of vibration, sound,
frequency and resonance. When we "tune in" to our true
vibrational song, we reconnect with the unified quantum
field and the powerful codes of co-creative magic. The
human biofield can be restored by "perfect pitch" templates. 

Learn the secrets of  biosonic  Sound Alchemy
Discover the clairaudience to hear Cellular Songs
Discover the power of  Vibrational Medicine
Study the healing secrets of  Primal Geometry
Understand how  Templates can heal  Trauma
Build the Magnetic Radiance of  your Aura 



Module 3Module 3

Awaken Your Healing SuperpowersAwaken Your Healing Superpowers

HealingHealing

Learn about the healing energy of deep oceanic consciousness, and the magical
creatures that embody it - such as dolphins, octupi, and whales - and how this
quantum water world is an oracular gateway to the womb of the Planetary Mother. 

Planetary Womb Consciousness

In this module we explore the layers of "water magic" and
quantum biology, that make the human body a conduit of
magical possibility and miracles. Our blood, lymph and deep
bio-waterways hold personal and ancestral memory, and
share with us ancient wisdom on healing and regeneration.
Our Quantum Biology is the source of our magical powers.

Explore cutting-edge science of Quantum Biology
Discover the Mysteries of your  magic Fluid Body
Practice re-patterning your inner Waterways 
Learn how to transform your body with Ritual  
Work with sacred Circadian Healing Magic 
Understand how quantum "miracles"  work 



Module 4Module 4

Embody Elemental PowerEmbody Elemental Power

An
cestorsAn
cestors

You will learn how to enter the world of Elemental Magic and the radiant
transmissions of the sun and the moon will illuminate your studies, and help you
connect to the deeper ancestral realms of our human and non-human earth kin.  

Call Upon a Mandala of Ancestors

In this module we enter the non-human realm of the Earth
and the Elemental beings, to connect to the biomagic that
nourishes us through sunlight, living water, mycelial root
networks, the soil biome, and the co-regulation of tree
synchrony. With biomantic practices of stone wyrding, we
also connect to our crystal ancestors and Earth's genius loci. 

Learn how to work with Elemental Bio-Magic
Explore Elemental Mandalas and Sacred Sites 
Learn about your inner Elemental Archetypes
Study the sacred science of Elemental Wisdom
Embody the deep nourishment  of Food Magic
Develop a path of healing  with Eco-Embodiment 



Module 5Module 5

Activate Plant MediumshipActivate Plant Mediumship

MedicineMedicine

Dive into the Feminine Mysteries of plants that connect us to an ancient
evolutionary magic, where the plants become our guides, teachers, healers and
Elders. Receive the ancient alchemical body maps that arise from eco wisdom.  

Discover Why Plants  Are Our Elders 

In this module we enter an initiatory "plant path" with our
Plant Ancestors, where we open the living library of Earth,
and discover the special symbiotic relationship humans have
with plants on a spiritual and biological level. This journey
transforms your relationship with the Plant People, and
brings you the oracular wisdom of these Elders. 

Receive the wisdom of vibrational Plant Songs 
Practice healing Plant Magic Tea Ceremonies  
Learn about herbs in Western Alchemy Traditions
Study the science of Plant Anatomy & Ecology 
Immerse in the magic of mycelial root networks
Be initiated into the lineage of  Plant Mystics 



Module 6Module 6

Rebirth in the Earth WombRebirth in the Earth Womb

Aw
akeningAw
akening

Memory is inherited through our Epigenetic DNA, which encodes the ancestral
patterns from your blood lineage, and which we unknowingly inhabit and live out
within our own lives. Learn how to rebirth these templates into new possibilities .

Unlock Epigenetic DNA Healing 

In this module we complete our online studies with a deep
dive into Elemental Rebirth, merging the ancient
technologies of the mystery schools, with the modern
wisdom of perinatal matrices and biomantic breathwork.
Our time in the Womb is often the source of many of our
repeating patterns, and rebirth re-templates our energy. 

Discover your original Conception Story pattern
Learn about the 4 elemental stages of gestation 
Reclaim your Elemental  Anima - pure life-force
Awaken your Mitochondria"Energy Mother"
Heal old Ancestral Patterns held in your DNA 
Rebirth in the new Magnetic Earth Template 



"This incredible new work of Biomancy has been described as "life changing", containing
"a huge amount of genius", and helping people to feel more in tune with their body and

the natural world. The journey takes you from the center of the cosmos, and to the center of
your own being, to embody the primordial powers of creation."

You can post any experiences or questions to receive support

 

You will have the choice to join our online global Community

Your studies will take 5 - 8 hours per month to work through  
Your key embodiment practice takes only 20-minutes a day

Everything can be downloaded and done at your own pace if you
prefer. You can follow the 6-month program, or take longer. 

Each Module is supported by an easy-to-follow email program 
You will have access to a beautiful student portal for your studies
You will receive both video instruction and study guides
All materials available to download for lifetime access



Make friendships and enjoy community with like-hearted people.  
The Great Weave is the private online social community for Biomancy,
where people share their hearts, their journeys, their photos, their audio
and video posts with the other kindred souls. It weaves together a
powerful field of group magic, a morphic field that helps inspire and
hold you in your journey. You can expect synchronicities, miracles and
resonance every day. What other people share will catalyze your own
journey, and spark new creative realizations. The interface is similar to
facebook in many ways, but the "feel" is private, warm, beautiful and
free from the intrusive and distracting energies of mainstream social
media. You will be held in this supportive magical online container for
6-months, journeying alongside the other people who love this work. 
The online space will be facilitated by the Biomancy University team. 

Your CommunityYour Community  



Dr. Azra Bertrand is a multi-award winning author, healer, teacher
and mystic, renowned for his visionary merging of sacred science,
myth and cosmology, who holds a degree in research biochemistry,
as well as a doctorate from the Duke University School of Medicine.
He is excited to invite you to join in this new, revolutionary template
of education, to transform our world. 

Dr Azra BertrandDr Azra Bertrand
Invites You To JoinInvites You To Join  



Biomancy Immersion -Biomancy Immersion -
Invest in Your SelfInvest in Your Self  

Biomancy Immersion:Biomancy Immersion:  
Your Investment: $1,200

Need to pay monthly? 
Deposit: $300 

Payment Plan: 12 monthly payments of $95

"Learning from the wisdom of Dr. Azra Bertrand has
transformed my life. The alchemy of Biomancy activated parts

of me that felt stagnant and awakened the field of love in my
body and my life-force energy once again. Once this magic is

activated there’s no turning back!" 



www.azrabertrand.comwww.azrabertrand.com


